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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent paper [3] by Asai et al., the growth order of holomorphic 
functions on a nuclear space has been considered. For this purpose, cer
tain classes of growth functions u are introduced and many properties of 
Legendre transform of such functions are investigated. In [4], applying Le
gendre transform of u under the conditions (UO), (U2) and (U3) (see §2), 
the Gel'fand triple 

[&]u C (L2) C [&]~ 
associated with a growth function u is constructed. 

The main purpose of this work is to prove Theorem 4.4, so-called, the 
characterization theorem of Hida measures (generalized measures). As ex
amples of such measures, we shall present the Poisson noise measure and 
the Grey noise measure in Example 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In §2, we give a quick review of 
some fundamental results in white noise analysis and introduce the notion 
of Legendre transform utilized by Asai et al. in [3],[4]. In §3, we simply cite 
some useful properties of the Legendre transform from [3]. In §4, we discuss 
the characterization of Hida measures (generalized measures). 

'Current address: International Institute for Advanced Studies, Kizu, Kyoto, 619-0225, 
JAPAN. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we will summarize well-known results in white noise anal
ysis [9],[20],[22] and notions from Asai et a!.(l],[2],(3],[4]. Complete details 
and further developments will be appeared in [5]. Some similar results have 
been obtained independently by Gannoun et al. (8]. 

Let £0 be a real separale Hilbert space with the norm I · lo- Suppose 
{I· lp}~0 is a sequence of densely defined inner product norms on £0. Let 
£p be the completion of £ with respect to the norm I · Ip• In addition we 
assume 

(a) There exists a constant O < p < I such that I · lo :S: Pl · 11 :S: · · · :S: 
pPI. IP :s: .... 

(b) For any p ~ 0, there exists q ~ p such that the inclusion iq,p : £q '-+ Ep 
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

Let £' and t:; denote the dual spaces of£ and £p, respectively. We can use 
the Riesz representation theorem to identify £0 with its dual space £~. Let £ 
be the projective limit of {£p; p ~ O}. Then we get the following continuous 
inclusions: 

£ C Ep C £0 Ct:; C £', p~ 0. 

The above condition (b) says that £ is a nuclear space and so £ C £0 C £' 
is a Gel 'fand triple. 

Let µ be the standard Gaussian measure on £' with the characteristic 
function given by 

( E £. 

The probability space(£',µ) is called a white noise space or Gaussian space. 
For simplicity, we will use (£2) to denote the Hilbert space of µ-square 
integrable functions on£'. By the Wiener-Ito theorem, each cp E (£2) can 
be uniquely expressed as 

00 00 

cp(x) = LinUn)(x) = L(:x®n:,fn), (2.1) 
n=O n=O 

where In is the multiple Wiener integral of order n and : x®n: is the Wick 
tensor of x E £' (see (20].) Moreover, the (£2)-norm of cp is given by 

( 
oo ) 1/2 

ll'Pllo = ~ nllfnl5 (2.2) 
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Let u E C +,½ be the set of all positive continuous functions on [0, oo) 
satisfying 

I' logu(r) 
r~~ VT = oo. 

In addition, we introduce conditions: 

(U0) infre'.ou(r) = 1. 

(Ul) u is increasing and u(0) = 1. 

(U2) limr• oo r~l logu(r) < oo. 

(U3) logu(x2) is convex on [0,oo). 

Obviously, (Ul) is a stronger condition than (U0). 
Let G+,log denote the set of all positive continuous functions u on [0, oo) 

satisfying the condition: 

Jim log u(r) = oo. 
r• oo logr 

It is easy to see G+,½ C G+,log· 
The Legendre transform iu of u E G+,log is defined to be the function 

lu(t) = :~ u;~), t E [O, oo). 

Some useful properties of the Legendre transform will be refered in section 
3. 

lFrom now on, we take a function u E C+,½ satisfying (U0) (U2) (U3). 

We shall constract a Gel'fand triple associated with u. For cp E (£2) being 
represented by Equation (2.1) and p ~ 0, define 

ll'Pllp,u = (~ e}n) Ifni~) 112 (2.3) 

Let [£pJu = { <p E (£2); ll'Pllp,u < oo }. Define the space [£Ju of test functions 
on£' to be the projective limit of {[£pJu; p ~ 0}. The dual space [&J: of [&]u 
is called the space of generalized functions on £'. 

Choose an appropriate Po such that cp2P0 v'2 5: 1 for some c. Then two 
conditions (a) and (U2) imply that [£pJu C (£2) for allp ~ PO· Hence [£Ju C 
(£2) holds. By identifying (£2) with its dual space we get the following 
continuous inclusions: 

[£Ju C [£pJu C (£2) C [£pJ: C [&J:, P ~ Po, 

where [£pJ: is the dual space of [£pJu, Moreover, [£Ju is a nuclear space and 
so [£Ju C (£2) C [&J: is a Gel'fand triple. Note that [£]~ = Upe'.o[&p]~ and 
for p ~ Po, [£p]~ is the completion of (£2) with respect to the norm 

ll'PJl-p,(u) = (~ (n!)2£,.(n) lfnl:.p) 112 
(2.4) 
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For ( belonging to the complexification &c of £, the renormalized expo
nential function :e<·,{): is defined by 

00 1 
. e<·,{). = L - (· .®n. €®n) 
. . n=O n! . ., . 

Then we have the norm estimate, 
00 

II : eUl: 11:_q,(u) = L lu(n)l(I:_~ =: .Cu(l(j:_q). (2.5) 
n=O 

For later uses, let us define the notion of equivalent functions here. 

Definition 2.1. Two positive functions f and g on (0, oo) are called equiv
alent if there exist constants c1, c2, 01, 02 > 0 such that 

Yr E [0,oo). 

Example 2.2. 

9k(r) = exp [2Jr1ogk-I yr] , 
where logk(r) is given by 

log1(r) = log(max{e,r}), logk(r) = log1(logk-I(r)), k ~ 2. 

(2.6) 

Then the function 9k belongs to C+,r/2 and satisfies conditions (Ul) (U2) 
(U3). In the sense of Definition 2.1, the function 9k is equivalent to the 
function given by 

00 1 
Uk(r) = L r----c ) ,rn 

n=O kn n. 

where bk(n) is the k-th order Bell number. Hence we get the Gel'fand triple, 

[£] 9, C (£2) C [&];, 

known as the CKS-space associated with 9k, which is the same as the one 
defined by the k-th order Bell number h(n). See more details in (1),(2],[3], 
(4],(5],(6],(15],(16]. 

Example 2.3. For 0 ~ {3 < 1, let u be the function defined by 

u(r) = exp [(1 + {3)rm]. 

It is easy to check that u belongs to C+,r/2 and satisfies conditions (Ul) 
(U2) (U3). Hence this Gel'fand triple, 

(&)p C (£2) C (&)iJ 

which is well-known as the Hida-Kubo-Takenaka space for {3 = 0 (9),(10),(17], 
(18],(22] and the Kondratiev-Streit space for a general /3 (12), (20). For {3 = 1 
case, see [11],(13),(14]. 
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Remark. We have the following chain of Gel'fand triples: 

(E)i C [E] 9• C [E]9, C (E)13 C (E)-y C (£2) C (t:); C (E)~ C [E];, C [t:J;. C (E)j 

where 0 :5 -y :5 /3 < 1 and 2 :5 ! :5 k. 

3. PROPERTIES OF LEGENDRE TRANSFORMS 

First we mention the following notions of concave and convex functions 
which will be used frequently. 

Definition 3.1. A positive function f on [0, oo) is called 

(1) log-concave if the function logf is concave on [0,oo); 
(2) log-convex if the function log f is convex on [0, oo ); 
(3) (log, exp)-convex if the function log f(e"') is convex on IR; 
(4) (log, x2)-convex if the function logf(x2) is convex on [0,oo). 

We will need the fact that if f is log-concave, then the sequence {f ( n)} ::"=o 
is log-concave. To check this fact, note that for any t1, t2 ~ 0 and O :5 >. :5 1, 

f(>.t1 + (1- >.)t2) ~ f(td' f(t2) 1->-. 

In particular, take t1 = n, t2 = n + 2, and >. = 1 /2 to get 

f(n)f(n + 2) :5 f(n + 1)2, \f n ~ 0. 

Hence the sequence {f(n)}::O=o is log-concave. 
The next theorem is from Lemma 3.4 in [3]. 

Theorem 3.2. Let u E C+,log· Then the Legendre transform lu is log
concave. (Hence lu is continuous on [0,oo) and the sequence {lu(n)}::"=o is 
log-concave.) 

i,From Theorem 2 (b) in [l) we have the fact: If {a(n)/n!}::"=o is log
concave and a(0) = 1, then 

( n+m) a(n + m) :5 n a(n)a(m), \fn,m ~ 0. 

By Theorem 3.2 the sequence {lu(n)} is log-concave. Hence we can apply 
the above fact to the sequence a(n) = n!lu(n)/lu(0) to get the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.3. Let u E C+,Iog• Then for all integers n,m ~ 0, we have 

lu(0)lu(n + m) :5 lu(n)lu(m). 

In the next theorem we state some properties of the Legendre transform 
lu of a (log, exp)-convex function u in C+,log· It is from Lemmas 3.6 and 
3.7 in (3). 

Theorem 3.4. Let u E C+,log be (log, exp)-convex. Then 

(1) lu(t) is decreasing for large t, 

(2) 1imt• oolu(t) 111 = 0, 
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(3) u(r} = sup1;:::o eu(t)r1 for all r ::C: 0. 

On the other hand, for a (log, x2)-convex function u in C+,log, its Legendre 
transform eu has the properties in the next theorem from Lemmas 3.9 and 
3.10 in [3]. If in addition u is increasing, then u is also (log, exp )-convex 
and hence eu has the properties in the above Theorem 3.4. 

Theorem 3.5. Let u E C+,log· We have the assertions: 

(1) u is {log, x2 )-convex if and only if eu(t)t21 is log-convex. 

(2) If u is {log, x 2 )-convex, then for any integers n, m ::C: 0, 

eu(n)fu(m) :$ lu(0)22(n+m)eu(n + m). 

Now, suppose u E C+,log and assume that limn• oolu(n) 1fn = 0. We 
define the Ir function Cu of u by 

00 

Cu(r) = L lu(n)rn. (3.1) 
n=O 

Note that Cu is an entire function. By Theorem 3.4 (2), fu is defined for 
any (log, exp)-convex function u in E C+,log· Moreover, we have the next 
theorem from Theorem 3.13 in [3]. 

Theorem 3.6. {1) Let u E C+,log be {log, exp)-convex. Then its L-function 
Cu is also {log, exp )-convex and for any a > 1, 

ea 
Cu(r) :$ -1-u(ar), Vr ::C:: 0. 

oga 

(2) Let u E C+,log be increasing and (log, x2)-convex. Then there exists a 
constant C such that 

Vr ::C:: 0. 

Recall from Proposition 2.3 (3) in [3]: If/ is increasing and (log, x2)

convex for some k > 0, then f is (log, exp )-convex. Hence the above Theo
rem 3.6 yields the next theorem. 

Theorem 3. 7. Let u E C+,log be increasing and (log, x2 )-convex. Then the 
functions u and Cu are equivalent. 

In the next section 4, we will consider the characterization of Hida mea
sures (generalized measures). We prepare two lemmas for this purpose. The 
proof of Lemma 3.8 is simple application of Theorem 3.5 so that we just 
state it without proof. 

Lemma 3.8. Suppose u E C+,log is {log, x2 )-convex. Then 

Vr E [0,oo). (3.2) 
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Remark. Note that .Cu(r) ~ lu(0) for all r ~ 0. Hence we have 

Vr E [0,oo). 

Thus .Cu and .C~ are equivalent for any (log, x 2)-convex function u E C+,Iog• 
If, in addition, u is increasing, then u and .Cu are equivalent by Theorem 
3. 7. It follows that u and u2 are equivalent for such a function u. 

The next Lemma 3.9 can be obtained from Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 3.6. 

Lemma 3.9. Suppose u E C+,Iog is increasing and (log, x 2 }-convex. Then 
for any a> 1, we have 

i,,.(0)-lea u(a23r)1/2_ 
oga 

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF HIDA MEASURES 

(3.3) 

Before going to the main theorem, we need to introduce another equiva
lent family of norms on [&]u, i.e., {11 · IIA, .• ; p ~ 0}. This family of norms is 
intrinsic in the sense that ll'PIIA,,. is defined directly in terms of the analyt
icity and growth condition of ,p. 

First, it is well-known that each test function ,p in [&]u has a unique 
analytic extension (see §6.3 of [20]) given by 

,p(x) = ((:ehz) :, 9,p)), x E &~, (4.1) 

where 9 is the unique linear operator taking e<·,e) into : ehe) : for all { E 
&c, By Theorem 6.2 in [20] with minor modifications, 9 is shown to be a 
continuous linear operator from [&],,. into itself. Note that we still assume 
conditions (U0), (U2) and (U3) on u given in section 2. 

Now, let p ~ 0 be any fixed number. Choose p1 > p such that 2p2(p,-p) ~ 
1. Then use Equations (4.1), (2.5) and Theorem 3.6 to get 

l,p(x)I ~ ll9,pllp,,ull:ehz):ll-p1 ,(u) ~ ll9,pllp,,u~u(2lxl:.p,) 112 . 

Note that 2lxl:.p, ~ 2p2(Pi-Pllxl:.P ~ lxl:.p by the above choice of Pl• Since 
u is an increasing function, we see that 

l,p(x)I ~ ll9,pllp1,u ~ u(lxl:.P) 112. 

But 9 is a continuous linear operator from [&]u into itself. Hence there 
exist positive constants q and Kp,q such that 119,pllp,,u ~ Kp,qll'Pllq,u· There
fore, 

XE t:;,c, (4.2) 

where Cp,q = Kp,qJ2e/ log 2. This is the growth condition for test functions. 
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Being motivated by Equation (4.2), we define 

ll'PIIAp • = sup lcp(x)I u(lxl:pr112. 
' :tE&~,c 

(4.3) 

Obviously, II · IIAP,• is a norm on [£Ju for each p 2 0. 

Theorem 4.1. Suppose u E C+,i/2 satisfies conditions {UJ) {U2} {U3). 
Then the families of nonns {II · IIAp,ui p 2 0} and {II · llp,ui p 2 0} are 
equivalent, i.e., they generate the same topology on [£Ju• 

Remark. This theorem gives an alternative construction of test functions. 
This idea is due to Lee [21], see also §15.2 of [20]. For p 2 0, let Ap,u consist 
of all functions cp on £~ satisfying the conditions: 

(a) cp is an analytic function on t:;,c 
(b) There exists a constant C 2 0 such that 

lcp(x)I S Cu(lxl:p) 112 , 'r/x E t:;,c 

For each cp E Ap,u, define ll'PIIAp,• by Equation (4.3). Then Ap,u is a 
Banach space with norm ll·IIAP,•. Let Au be the projective limit of {Ap,ui p 2 
0}. We can use the above theorem to conclude that Au = [£Ju as vector 
spaces with the same topology. Here the equality Au = [£Ju requires the 
use of analytic extensions of test functions in [£Ju, which exists in view of 
Equation (4.1). 

Proof. Let p 2 0 be any given number. We have already shown that there 
exist constants q > p and Cp,q 2 0 such that Equation ( 4.2) holds. It follows 
that 

Hence for any p 2 0, there exist constants q > p and Cp,q 2 0 such that 

'r/cpE [£]u. (4.4) 

To show the converse, first note that by condition (U2) there exist con
stants c1,c2 > 0 such that u(r) S c1e02r, r 2 0. Next note that by Fernique's 
theorem (see [7J, [19J, [20]) we have 

{ e2c2l:x:I:., dµ(x) < 00 Ji, for all large >-.. 

Now, let p 2 0 be any given number. Choose q > p large enough such 
that 

{ e2c,lxl:.. dµ(x) < oo. 
Ji, 

With this choice of q we will show below that 

'r/cp E [£Ju, 
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where Lp,q is the constant given by 

Lp,q = ../cJ. (1 - 4e2lliq,plltsr112 r e2c21"1~. dµ(x). (4.7) le, 
Observe that the theorem follows from Equations (4.4) and (4.6). 

Finally, we prove Equation (4.6). Let <p E [e]u- Then we can use an 
integral form of S-transform (see (20]) given by 

F(e) = S<p(e) = { ,p(x + () dµ(x), le, 
Hence for the above choice of q, we have 

IF(()I :s: { l,p(x + 01 dµ(x) le, 
:s: h, (1,p(x + e)I u(Jx + e1:.q)-112) u(lx + e1:.q) 112 dµ(x) 

:S: ll'Pll.4,,,. { u(Jx HJ:.g)112 dµ(x). le, 
Here by condition (Ul), we have u(r) 112 :S: u(r) for all r 2: 0. Therefore, 

IF(e)I :s: ll'Pll.4,,,. { u(lx + el:.9) dµ(x). le, 
By condition (U3), we have 

(( 1 1 )2) ( 2)1/2 ( 2)1/2 u 2r1 + 2r2 :S: u r 1 u r 2 , 

Put r1 = 2jxj_9 and r2 = 21(1-q to get 

u(lx + el:.q) :s: u ( (½2lxl-q + ½21e1-q)2) 

:S: u(4lxl:.g) 112 u(4lel:.g) 112 . 

Then integrate over e' to obtain the inequality: 

(4.8) 

{ u(lx Hl:.q) dµ(x) :S: u(4lel:.q) 112 { u(4lxl:.q) 112 dµ(x). 
le' le' (4.9) 

Put Equation (4.9) into Equation (4.8) to get 

IF(e)I :S: ll'Pll.4,,,.u(4l(l:.g)112 { u(4lxl:.q) 112 dµ(x). (4.10) le, 
Now, by the inequality u(r) :S: c1ec2r, we have 

f u(4lxl:. ) 1/ 2 dµ(x) :s; ../cJ. f e2c2 lxl~, dµ(x), (4.11) le, q le, 
which is finite by the choice of q in Equation (4.5). 
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lF'rom Equations (4.10) and (4.11), we see that 

IF(~)I :s ll'Pll.4q,. Fi (h, e2<21 '"1~, dµ(x)) u(4lel:q) 112 , 

With this inequality and the choice of q in Equation (4.5) we can apply 
Lemma 4.2 (see below) and Equation (2.3) to show that for any ,p E [t']u, 

ll'Pllq,u $ Lp,qll'PIIA,,u' 

where Lp,q is given by Equation(4.7). Thus the inequality in Equation (4.6) 
holds and so the proof is completed. • 

In the proof of the prevous theorem, we have used the next lemma from 
[3]. 

Lemma 4.2 ([3]). Suppose u E C+,i/2 satisfies conditions {Ul) {U2) {U3). 
Let F be a complex-valued function on t'c satisfying the conditions: 

(1) For any~' 1/ E t'c, the function F(z~ +11) is an entire function of z EC. 
(2) There exist constants K, a,p ?: 0 such that 

Let q E [O,p) be a number such that ae2 llip,q111is < 1. Then there exist 

functions In E e:,c such that F(e) = I:;:"=oUn,~®> and 

Ifni~$ K(ae2 llip,q111fstlu(n). (4.12) 

Definition 4.3. A measure v on £' is called a Hida measure associated with 
u if [t']u C L 1(v) and the linear functional ,p 1-t J0, ,p(x) dv(x) is continuous 
on [t']u-

In this case, v induces a generalized function, denoted by v, in [£]~ such 
that 

((v, ,p)) = f ,p(x) dv(x), it• 'PE [t']u. (4.13) 

Theorem 4.4. Suppose u E C+,i/2 satisfies conditions {U1) {U2) {U3). 
Then a measure v on £' is a Hida measure with 'ii E [£]~ if and only if v is 
supported by e; for some p ?: 0 and 

f u(lxl:p) 112 dv(x) < oo. (4.14) 
li~ 

Remarks. (a) The integrability condition in the theorem can be replaced by 

r u(lxl:p) dv(x) < oo. 
le p 

To verify this fact, just note that u and u2 are equivalent ( from the Remark 
of Lemma 3.8) and lxl-q $ pq-plxl-p for O $ p $ q and x E e;. 
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(b) This theorem is due to Lee [21] for the case u(r) = er. See §15.2 of 

the book [20] for the case u(r) = exp [(1 + ,B)r rh], 0 ~ ,6 < 1. In the case 
of ,6 = 1, we need special treatment since our Legendre transform method 
should be modified. In order to take care of ,6 = 1 case, we have to remove 
the assumption 

lira logu(r) = 00 
r • oo vr 

on u introduced in §2, for example. It will be discussed in the future. On the 
other hand, there are references [13],[14] discussed this case with a diffrent 
way from our point of view. 

Proof. To prove the sufficiency, suppose v is supported by e; for some p 2: 0 
and Equation (4.14) holds. Then for any cp E [e]u, 

f lcp(x)I dv(x) = f lcp(x)I dv(x) 
iv le~ 

= 1, (lcp(x)lu(lxl:pr112 ) u(lxl:p) 112 dv(x) 
p 

~ ll'PIIA,,. f u(lxl:p) 112 dv(x). (4.15) 
lei 

By Theorem 4.1, {II · l!A,,.; p 2: 0} and {JI · Jlp,ui p 2: 0} are equivalent. 
Hence Equation (4.15) implies that [e]u c L1(v) and the linear functional 

cpi----t f cp(x)dv(x), le, cp E [e]u, 

is continuous on [e]u. Thus vis a Hida measure with ii in [e]:. 
To prove the necessity, suppose v is a Hida measure inducing a generalized 

function v E [e]:. Then for all cp E [e]u, 

((v,cp}) = f cp(x}dv(x). le, (4.16} 

Since {II · IIA, .• ; p 2: 0} and {II · Jlp,ui p 2: 0} are equivalent, the linear 
functional cp >--t ((v,cp)) is continuous with respect to {II· l!A,,.; p 2: 0}. 
Hence there exist constants K, q 2: 0 such that for all cp E [e]u, 

I {{ii, cp}} I ~ Kllcpl!A,,u • (4.17} 

Note that by continuity, Equations (4.16} and (4.17) also hold for all cp E 
Aq,u defined in the Remark of Theorem 4.1. 

Now, with this q, we define a function 0 on e;,c by 

x E e~,c• 
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where (·, •)-q is the bilinear pairing on t:;,c· Obviously, 0 is analytic on £~,c
On the other hand, apply Lemma 3.9 with a = k = 2 to get 

l0{x)I $ .C,,(2-4 lxl:.9) $ &, u(lxl:.q}112 , 'Ix E E~,c· 

This shows that 0 E Aq,u and we have 

11011-4,,,. ::; &,. 
Then apply Equation {4.17) to the function 0, 

I ((v, 0)) I ::; Kll0ll.4q,. ::; K &,. 
Therefore, from Equation (4.16) with rp = 0 we conclude that 

l.l. 0(x)dv(x)I $ K&,. (4.18) 

Note that 0(x) = .Cu(2-4 lxl:.9) for x E £'. Hence Equation (4.18) implies 
that 

But u(r) $ C.Cu{4r) from Theorem 3.6 (2) with k = 2. Therefore, 

( u(T61xl:.9) dv(x) < oo. le, 
Now, choose p > q large enough such that p2(p-q) $ 2-6 • Then lxl:.P $ 
2-6 jxj:.q· Recall that u is increasing. Hence 

r u(lxl:.p) dv(x) < oo. le, 
Note that u(r) ~ 1 and so u(r) 1f2(r) $ u(r). Thus we conclude that 

( u(lxl:.p) 112 dv(x) < 00. le, 
This inequality implies that vis supported by t:; and Equation (4.14) holds. 

• 
Example 4.5. (Poisson noise measure) 
Let P be the Poisson measure on £• given by 

exp(k, (ei{{t) - l)dt) = 1. ei(:r,{)P(dx), { E £'. 

It has been shown [6] that the Poisson noise measure induces a general
ized function in [£];2 • Thus by Theorem 4.4 and Example 2.2 we have the 
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integrability condition 

1. exp(lxl-pJlog lxl-p )P(dx) < oo 
p 

for some p. 

Example 4.6. (Grey noise measure) 
Let O < ,\ :=; 1. The grey noise measure on t:• is the measure VJ,. having the 
characteristic function 

LJ,.(l~I~) = r ei(x,e)VJ,.(dx), ~Ee, 
le-

where LJ,.(t) is the Mittag-Leffier function with parameter,\; 

00 (-tr 
L»(t) = ~ r(l + ,\n). 

Here r is the Gamma function. This measure was introduced by Schneider 
[23). It is shown in [20) that v;.. is a Hida measure which induces a generalized 
function Pv, in (e)i-:..· Therefore by Theorem 4.4 and Example 2.3 the grey 
noise measure VJ,. satisfies 

r i , 
Jc· exp(2(2 - >-)lxl_:;')vJ,.(dx) < oo 

• 
for some p. 
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